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ONE YEAR ON AND
STILL GOING STRONG!

WAR ON COPYCATS LATEST

TEXTURE THEFT
SPARKS STRIKE
• Fury at Lab’s lack of action
• Rumours of copybots rising

By BABU WRITER

SKIN designers have gone on
strike in protest at a recent
spate of texture thefts.
FullFull
story:
SEE SEE
PagePage
3 3
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... car dealerships could take up space at Autoland, where the
50 Automobile Dealer Relations Center will open on March 1.
... in US$ is the sale price of some works of virtual art, accord10,000 ing to an Architectural Digest article on the Avatrait Gallery.

“I find my desire to
work long hours
making new items
is diminishing rapidly when I know
I will get little
acknowledgement and even
less reward.”
YOUR MAIL
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... per cent of residents spend more than 30 hours a week inworld, according to a recent Dutch survey.
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return of copybot?
SUPPORT FOR SL CREATORS:
Designers put pressure on texture thieves

By Babu Writer

the final countdown!

“Over the last 12
months, the variety
of avatar design has
grown a lot, and we
are not seeing as
many avs with archetypal ‘perfect’ looks.
Nowadays, original is
king – and I think that
sums up Second Life
perfectly.”
LEIDER
STEPANOV
p.12
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PROTEST:
Laynie Link’s
‘rathergonaked’ skin

designer fury at rise in sl fakes – fears over a new copybot mount

ROLA Hykova strutted her stuff on stage at the second semi-final of the Best of
SL Live 2008 contest. The final takes place on February 9. Pic by Phil Spackler.
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SKIN designers have
gone on strike in
protest at a recent
spate of texture
thefts, with some
claiming the dreaded copybot menace
has returned to SL.
One well-known designer has even left
the grid altogether
in frustration at the
lack of action to prevent the commercial
copying of skins. Last
weekend’s announcement from Emilia
Redgrave of RAC that
she was giving up her
store and friends in
SL was followed by a
riotous protest at two
stores believed to be

selling copied skins at
a lower price.
TARGETED
Fashionistas, including high-profile models and designers
such as Callie Cline,
invaded the stores
to prevent shoppers
entering. In response,
Bonnie Arado, the
owner of Mafya, one
of the stores targeted,
sent an abusive message to the MM Skins
group before packing
up and leaving. Both
of her stores have
now disappeared.
Minnu Palen, owner of
MM Skins, has vowed
to stop releasing
products until Linden

Lab tackles the problem: “I don’t think
striking will change
anything but at least
I’m making the statement, and I’d rather
do something than
nothing. We are all
tired of filing DMCA
reports and not getting any results.”
COPYBOT
But designer Dixie
Barbosa fears copybots are to blame for
the problems. She
discovered suspicious
skins in December,
and said: “Piece by
piece, they [were]
exact copies from famous skin shops.”
Copybot, the debug-

ging tool used to
duplicate items in SL
regardless of ownership or permissions
which was banned by
Linden Lab in 2006,
has been the subject
of debate this week.
On the SLX Forum,
a product called
‘Second
Inventory’
enabling people to
duplicate their inventory, went on sale
briefly before being
removed. On SLExchange,
Quantum
Jetcity revealed that
he had recently reported a way to copy
‘no copy’ items to the
Lab, but no action
had been taken.
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“you bi*ch!”
businesswoman to take action to stop SL catfighting

By Carrie Sodwind
LADIES in SL are too
bitchy towards each
other – and things
need to change,
according to one
leading
business
woman.
Uma Troell, who owns
the Perfumed Garden
club, has slammed
the attitudes of many
female avs in the increasingly cut-throat
SL business world. She
claims bitchy behaviour is holding people
back from succeeding, and has launched
a new organisation
– the Female Business
Owners TradeUnion
or FemBOT – to encourage better practice among women
on the grid.
SL provides a unique
business
opportunity for women which
they can’t find in RL,

according to Troell,
who built up her virtual company from
scratch. Now she has
warned that something must be done
to stop the “vicious”
behaviour: “SL lets the
devil inside come out
and play. It’s particularly vicious, people’s
ethics and morals
seem to go out the
window since they
can hide behind an
avatar.”
ethical
Issues such as the
poaching of employees and clients, theft
of materials and intellectual property as
well as verbal assaults
are all common problems, Troell revealed.
That is why she created FemBOT with
the aim of unifying
women under the eye
of high-profile fash-

ionistas and landowners. The union aims to
give advice and put
pressure on companies to comply with
ethical practices.
support
“Women are uniquely
poised to lead the way
in this movement,”
Troell added. “My goal
is to unify women and
try and discourage
the backstabbing.”
The campaign has already gathered support from women
who feel they have
been affected, and
photographer Elease
Graves said she would
definitely join: “There
is so much that can be
done with SL business
that can better women’s real lives. I would
really like to see more
women standing together and helping
each other.”

News bites:

svarog says bye
THE creator of SL’s only
functioning ecosystem
has announced she will
leave the grid. Laukosargas Svarog, who created
the Svarga sim, cited
increasing regulation by
Linden Lab and the intrusion of RL laws as the reasons for her departure.

tErrorism in sl?
THE Washington Post is
the latest RL media outlet
to link SL to global terrorism. A story appeared in
the newspaper based on
a government report describing virtual worlds as
ideal breeding grounds
for terrorists as monitoring suspects is almost
impossible.

sl’s golden age

A GOLDRUSH could be set
to hit SL as part of a new
scheme by land owners
to drive up traffic on their
sims. They will bury nuggets on their land which
residents can then chase
around the grid in a scavenger hunt-type game.

HEalthy support

FEMBOT SUPPORTER:
Photographer Elease Graves

TAKING ACTION:
FemBOT founder Uma Troell

A COALITION of SL bodies
promoting health was
formed this week. Members of the Health Support Coalition will support
each other and help new
groups in SL.
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defying the odds
By Morrhys Graysmark

TILL DEATH DO US PART:
A happy couple tie the knot
at a beach wedding

these couples prove marriage in Sl can last!

We are very happy to support
the great work of cancer
research uk and macmillan
cancer support!

MARRYING on Valentine’s Day
proved to be a good omen for
two romantic SL couples who
will celebrate their wedding
anniversaries on February 14.
The magic of the holiday seems
to have rubbed off on MistyMoon Ruxton and Reefer Bourgoin, who met in SL in January
2007. MistyMoon said she realised quickly she had met her
life partner: “He was open, honest and caring. After about two
weeks, I was totally sure he was
the one.”
Love has since blossomed in RL,
where the couple first met up
last June. Reefer attributed the
continued success of their SL
relationship partly to their becoming partners in RL: “We put
time into the relationship. A lot
of time.”
With a RL marriage set to take
place this year, Reefer is in a
good position to offer advice on

keeping an in-world relation- The couple’s romantic Valenship going. He added: “Keep it tine’s Day wedding saw their
simple – no lies, no games, no guests join them barefoot on a
drama.”
beautiful beach at sunset. AzraFor Jade Jensen and Azrazael zael chose a love song from his
Dhara, absence made the heart native Germany for their first
grow fonder. They met in SL dance at the reception, and he
several years ago, but it was sang to his bride in English. It
only when Azrazael returned will provide great memories for
after a long absence in the sum- Jade this Valentine’s Day, and
mer of 2006 did they hook up. she added: “It was amazing, still
Jade said: “We were just enjoy- makes me teary.”
ing catching up. One
thing led to another.
“We talk every single
day, and have successfully fought the
time differences.”
Although
they
haven’t met in RL, it’s
definitely a possibility: “If there was ever
someone I would
consider
moving WE DO:
into RL with, it’s Az,” Jade Jensen and Azrazael Dhara wed
on February 14, 2007
Jensen added.
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new look for phil?
residents campaign to create new image for “embarrassing” boss
By Carrie Sodwind
THE emperor of SL needs new
clothes – because his current
avatar is an embarrassment
to the grid, according to campaigners.
Lab CEO Philip Linden’s av is
well-known around SL, with his
spiky hair, beard and ‘hot lips’
t-shirt. But it is an out-dated
design which puts potential
residents off, says the founder
of the ‘New Avatar for Philip
Linden’ group.
benchmark
Tog Frog argues that as the ultimate ambassador for SL, Philip
should have the fanciest inworld look possible. The matter
came to a head for Frog when
a RL colleague saw a picture of
Philip’s av in a newspaper, and
told him: “This is your SL? The
avatars there look like a 1990s
video game. This is stone age!”
Frog claims the look is an embarrassment to SL’s image: “His
av is often pictured in RL media,

:
SUGGESTION #1
y?
rr
fu
a
Phil as

print and web. Other metaverse
and game platforms use their
best avatar appearance for such
media purposes. For the readers this is a benchmark.
Compared to other
platforms, our
ranking there is
actually really
low.”
While many may
have a chuckle
at the efforts
to give Philip
a makeover, Frog is
deadly serious about
his efforts – and
has already
a t -

tracted supporters such as
Rezzable boss RightAsRain
Rimbaud and ASpiRE! model
Georgette Whitfield, who said: “I
think he’s quite a hottie in RL
so it’s a shame this
isn’t reflected in his
av. It doesn’t
look
professional for the
CEO to look like
a noob.”
There was no response from Philip
himself to IMs from the
AvaStar this week, but
a spokesman seemed
bemused by the
campaign
w h e n
told of it,
and said:
“May I ask
why people want a
MAKEOVER:
new style of
Lab CEO rarely
Philip’s avachanges his style
tar?”

:
SUGGESTION #2
Phil as a robot?

:
SUGGESTION #3and
es
cl
us
m
ith
Phil w
tattoos?
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Virtual TV programme LIFE 4-U celebrated its 50th show by inviting viewers to send in their own reports and films. Pic by F.K.

time
to reign
in big firms
Hey Regis,
the harsh reality of RL reward. If people want

keep valentine’s
day off the grid

THANK you very and there is no doubt everything in their
much for highlight- the inventions and lives to be controlled
ing the plight of small designs of individuals by a handful of giant
business owners last made a huge contribu- firms all they have to
week.
tion to this boom.
do is step outside for a
Many people will say But I find my desire to while. In-world should
that in the free market work long hours mak- be different and Linden
we must all take our ing new items is dimin- Lab should take steps
chances but no one ishing rapidly when to protect the average
can convince me it is I know I will get little designer and retailer. I
good for SL that a few a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t am not sure what form
huge companies
and even less this action can take
are squeezing out
but to me it is
creative individuclear that doing
als. SL grew strong
nothing is not
write to:
because it was a
an option.
yourmail@the-avastar.com
haven away from
By S.V.

I AM frustrated at the
Valentine’s Day promotions appearing all over
the grid.
It is bad enough we have
to tolerate this tacky and
commercialised occasion
in RL but why does it have
to spread here as well?
In SL people always have
time for each other and
gifts are plentiful and
cheap so there is no excuse for needing a special
day to say I love you.
By T.D.

L$500

E-MAILS

Dear Regis,

ADVERT

Ahoy mateys – a famous face sails into SL, as this snap
of actor JOHNNY DEPP by SKYCAT RANGER shows.

Taking a good
look at yourself
has on a whole
new meaning
when you turn
the camera
around, as
DEREK HOTGER
discovered.

the

MILADY GUILLAUME took this pic of TOONS
WRITER strutting his stuff on stage recently.
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RAATHENS
regis SBtepanov
Leider

head, brick wall

IT seems we can add
‘going missing’ to the
list of misfortunes which
can befall an avatar.
Mavi Beck wrote in to tell
us about a conversation
her husband, Jarl Soderstrom, had with Garry
Linden. It went like this:
Garry Linden: “I am having a hard time finding a
frozen avatar by the name
of [name removed!], have
you seen him?”
Jarl Soderstrom: “He
was stuck inside of a wall
in Takahara East for over
42 hours. The owners orbited his avatar.”
GL: “Ah, k. Well thank you.
Have a fantastic day.”
JS: “I am sorry... I think
he had been there for
almost two days without
moving. Sorry I couldn’t
be of more help.”
GL: “It’s fine we will find
him, you were actually a
great help.”
Spending 42 hours with
your head in a wall can’t
be that much fun. But
what is more worrying is
the fact that the Lindens
couldn’t find him again!
OUCH: The unfortunate soul
who became ‘lost’ while his
head was stuck in a wall.

sl is saying goodbye to
the barbie and ken look

us p0ll shows many would design avatars based on rl looks
THERE has been an
enormous
amount
written about how we
look in Second Life.
Both in the SL blogosphere and in the RL
media, everyone seems
fascinated with the
choices residents make
when it comes to designing their avatars.
different
With that in mind, the
results of a poll carried
out by the US Congressional Internet Caucus
Advisory Committee
were very interesting.
As reported by Reuters this week, 3,585
people were asked if
they would make their
avatar dramatically dif-

ferent from their RL
selves. A massive 44.2
per cent responded
that they would stay
loyal to their physical
look, while only 14.7
per cent would make
significant changes.
confused
The proportion of
those who would stick
to the same basic appearance but enhance
some chosen features
stood at 18.1 per cent,
while 22.9 per cent
found it all too confusing and admitted that
they weren’t sure.
It makes for an interesting
comparison
– assuming those
questioned were large-

ly not yet part of the
metaverse, what would
the results be like if you
asked 3,585 SLers?
original
I think the category
that would drop most
would be those who
enhanced RL features
on their avatar. Over
the last year, the variety of avatar design has
grown a lot, and we
not seeing as many avs
with archetypal ‘perfect’ looks. Nowadays,
original is king – and I
think that sums up SL
perfectly.

please send ME
your comments:
newsdesk@the-avastar.com

interesting wedding presents...
CONGRATULATIONS to Jade
Jensen and Azrzael Dhara, who
will celebrate their first wedding
anniversary on Valentine’s Day
(see page seven).
The story goes that at their marriage ceremony last year, the best
man was Stroker Serpentine, owner
of an adult toy shop which sells the
SexGen bed among other things.
And the maid of honour was Tink

Buttercup, owner of Risque Animations, which sells... well, you can
guess. The couple were worried
wedding guests might think they
were pervs! Happy anniversary!

AHH BLESS:
Jade and Azrazael at their wedding
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meta-NEWS:

THE AVASTAR keeps you up-to-date with
THE LATEST NEWS from THE metaverse

kids will love chores!
By Coyne Nagy
KIDS could soon be
bugging their parents to give them
more chores around
the house in order to
earn money for a virtual world.
Minyanville Publishing and Kaboose.com
have created Minyanland, which is currently in beta development, with the goal of
educating youngsters
about financial responsibility. Residents of
the world in the target

age group of eight to
12 will be given 5,000
units of Minyanmoney
plus a house valued at
50,000.
responsibility
They will learn about
paying
mortgages,
saving and investing,
as well as working
– and not just in-world.
In a move sure to be
popular with mums
and dads everywhere,
parents can increase or
decrease avatar income
based on the completition of RL household

chores.
Minyanville
claims
to be the first free financial
community
for kids, and founder
and CEO Todd Harrison said: “The gap
between what people
know about finance
and what they need
to know has never
been greater. Minyanland teaches kids at an
early age the basic responsibility of earning
money, spending and
saving wisely, and the
meaning of charity.”

entropia client
A NEW viewing client has
been released for Entropia which includes a
German language option.
The company hopes it will
attract more people from
Germany to sign up for
the world

stanford event

STANFORD
University
will host the Metaverse
U conference on February 16-17. The event will
see technology leaders,
artists, academics and
students discussing hot
topics in virtual worlds.
ADVERT
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sales soar as
lovers buy up

shop owners delight at valentine’s day sales boost

lection, which sells wedding rings
and lingerie, is one of the companies currently enjoying a busy time
of year. Owner JD Hansen said: “Valentine’s Day is a special time of year
for us. Most of the creations at JCNY
are couples-based and built. The
focus is on love, so we are working
on various special releases for Valentines Day.”
Angelsia Babeli of Moonwisher
Jewellery agreed. She said: “I really would expect a difference a few
days beforehand, say from February
10. I had a big increase last year so
fingers crossed it will be the
same again.”
Shopper Alia Whitfield has
been buying gifts for her
partner of six months, and she
said: “Valentine’s Day might
not be for everyone
but for me it is the
perfect chance to
show my boyfriend
how much I think
about him. Gifts
should be useFRIVOLOUS: Shopper
ful but frivolous,
Alia Whitfield loves
and
nothing
anything that sparkles
that can die!
My advice to
all the men out
there - especially mine - is
if it sparkles,
it can’t be
that bad!”

By Coyne Nagy
CUPID’S arrows are bringing high
profits to SL as well as romance as
shoppers load up with Valentine’s
Day gifts for their loved ones.
In-world entrepreneurs have been
quick to exploit the huge market for
goods related to Valentine’s Day in
the run up to February 14. Married
couples, residents in stable relationships and even those courting their
perfect partner have all been taking advantage of the chance to say
‘I love you’ to the sound of ringing
cash registers. The boom has
seen profits soar for businesses all over the grid.
RISING SALES
Jewellers and florists will
naturally be among the
most obvious
beneficiaries
but a whole
host of industries
have seen
rising sales.
JCNY Col-

SPECIAL RELEASES: JD Hansen is
making the most of Feb 14

BIZ bites:
sl bad for ads
SL is not suitable for RL
advertising, according to
the CEO of leading virtual ad firm IGA Worldwide.
Justin Townsend says
the lack of a standard ad
format between virtual
worlds means there is not
a big enough audience for
each campaign.

job cyn the bag
CYN Linden has become
the Lab’s new vice president of customer relations, responsible for
billing, risk management
and in-world support.

free market l$
JT FINANCIAL chief Arbitrage Wise has called
for L$ to operate in the
free market. He believes
that removing the link
between SL’s currency
and the US$ would help
prevent the grid suffering
should the American economy go into recession.

points not cash
IN-WORLD credit card
company FirstMeta has
launched measures to
beat the banking ban.
Rather than receiving interest, customers will be
given bonus points which
can then be swapped for
goods and services.

a-stars
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A-STARS gossip with Isabel Brocco, Babu Writer and Kitty Otoole

MACHINIMA STARS:
(From left) Actors Leylani Innis,
Maria Penell and creator
Noelani Mahana

alex black
premiere hit!
By Carrie Sodwind, Pics by Looker Lumet
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Catwalk test run

MODEL:
SerinaJane Loon

FIVE wannabe catwalk
stars took to the stage on
Sunday as part of their
‘initiation’ to become an
AspiRE! Model.
SerinaJane Loon, Georgette Whitfield, a-stars’
Isabel Brocco, Cherie
Parker and Mui Mukerji
organised the show themselves as the final task they
had to complete before joining the model agency.

ACTION HEROES:
The Alex Black cast

TOP NOTCH:
Musician Kain Scalia

By Isabel Brocco
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tribute to honour beatles
By Kitty Otoole
TRIBUTE Island launched
a regular Friday night gig
last week with a celebration
of jazz music hosted by
Gabrielle Riel.
Revellers enjoyed classic
jazz tunes well into
the night, while this
Friday will see a
Beatles evening
paying tribute to
George Harrison and John
Lennon.

LOVING IT: Elrik Merlin (left)
dances to the jazz music of
Gabrielle Riel (right)
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By phil spackler

ON THE DECKS:
ChiChi Dagostino spins
the records

zhong fu film success
MOVING:
The film was screened
at Princeton’s sim

SL piano prodigies
A NEW centre for the arts opened on Saturday
at Fleets Cove Beach with performances from a
top-notch musical line-up. The launch party of the
Objectivist Institute featured SL stars such as singer
Jaynine Scarborough and pianist Benito Flores,
who recently performed at the prestigious RL Alla
Scala Theatre in Milan. Next up was TomoFumi Mayako, an 18-year-old prodigy and one to look out for!

Book lovers
celebrate

By Babu Writer
A POWERFUL machinima film was given its premiere
in-world on February 3 at the Princeton WWS sim.
‘Passage to Zhong Fu’ was created for SL’s 48 Hour Film
Project, and featured Poid Mahovlich among the actors.

CELEB GUEST:
Author
bu Marylin Johnson aka
Marilena Basevi

By Kitty Otoole
BOOK lovers flocked to the library
at Info Island this week for the
2008 Second Life Literary Festival.
A host of authors entertained the
crowd with readings, including
Marilyn Johnson appearing as avatar
Marilena Basevi who discussed her
latest work ‘The Dead Beat’. Sci-Fi
writers Sharon Lee and Steve Miller
were also present to talk about ‘The
Liadon Universe’ with fans.

Saucy, sexy,

18 STYLE

By Joy Fellini

sultry!

HE loves me, he loves me not, he loves me...
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ca LLie cLine´ s

What´s Hot!

Style Hotline

and The ‘eyes’ have it!

simply changing your eyes can revolutionise your whole look
I WANT to show
you this week how
one simple adjustment can bring a big
change to your face
and overall look.
In these pictures, I have
started with a retro
hairdo and a basic skin
with red lips. In the first
photo, I have normal
prim lashes on, while
the next one shows

lashes which are a bit
more ‘theatrical‘ and
they make my face look
more dramatic. They
could even be used in a
fantasy costume.
AFFORDABLE
After that, I chose different glasses, so you
can see how they can
completely change the
mood and look of your
face. If you imagine just

LOOKING GOOD: Callie with her different eyes, lashes and glasses.

HITORMISS
HIT: IF you want an alternative to
traditional romance for Valentine’s
Day, hurry along to BF, Addictive
(166, 162, 22) for an artistic limited
edition t-shirt print for L$60 each –
but there’s
only 200
of
them,
so you will
have to be
ALTERNATIVE:
quick.
T-shirt

this one change with
the same outfit, you
can see how one small
addition to the eyes
can alter the whole feel
of your face, and hence
your look. There are
lots of different lashes,
glasses, eyes and piercings you can add to
your eye area for a very
dramatic look. Some
people say they can’t
afford new skins costing L$500-4,000 a pop
just to change how
their eyes look, and this
is a suggestion I give
a lot of my customers. Glasses cost from
nothing upwards,
but all of those
in the photos are
under L$200, while
lashes are L$50-100.

white and tight
By Carrie Sodwind
TIGHT white shirts are
the latest in skin-revealing business wear.
Landowner and model
Elixa Voss was spotted
busily doing some building in a thin linen shirt,
revealing a white lace bra
underneath and exposing
her tanned belly. But the
blouse was not as drastically undone as the shirt
of ILS owner, Laura18
Streeter. The new fashion
sim boss looked like she’d
just appeared from round
the back of the school
bike shed when she was
seen in this
little number!

NICE:
Elixa Voss

NAUGHTY:
Laura18
Streeter

Successes and flops from this week‘s new fashion releases.

By Carrie Sodwind

MISS: NOW may be
a bad time to give
away free skins,
after recent accusaBAD TIMING:
tions of content theft
Free skins
hang the air on the
fashion circuit. Even if it is an act
of generosity, it may be wiser not
to support freebie skin give-away
offers like heart-cheeked ‘Love’ at
Kanji skin in Ku (145, 212, 30).

HIT: YOU can’t go
wrong with this delicate four-piece
lingerie classic called Valentine. The
thin tulle is matched with a pair of
shiny silk stockings,
new at Insolence,
Venom (182, 190, BE MY VALENTINE:
Lingerie
28) for L$290.
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love is in the air

Tina´s

must-haves

By Tina (Petgirl) Bergman

L$255
L$400
Valentine’s Day
Lovers Tray
By Casandra Jackson
Voti (224, 48, 23)

Box of Chocolate
Candy
By Karamel Madison
Kitchen Korner (201, 76, 42)

L$149
Valentine Hat
By Myshail Sobocinski
LM Paradise (103, 4, 24)

L$50
Valentine Hearts
In gold and ruby
By Cailyn Miller
Gisborne (114, 234, 27)

Red Heart
Tree
Modifiable
By Maly Maltz
Kiltower (158, 113, 251)

L$200

L$25
L$299
Crucial Creations
Valentine’s Fountain
By Crucial Armitage
crucial creations
(42, 99, 41)

L$20
Porsche #4
Valentine mini
With motor sound
By Klintel Kiesler
Leif (54, 25, 111)

Stuffed Animal Valentino Mouse
By Cocoanut Koala
Roseire (112, 163, 90)

L$150
Valentine Piano
With sound
By Sweet Valentine
Buyeo (135, 180, 24)

Valentine
Balloon
By Jinger Curie
The Kane
(159, 235, 126)

L$20
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NEW SIMS

THIS WEEK: japanese games, the lost city of
atlantis, a classy club and the basque sims.

pinball wizard
FRUITY: Anshinchodama

By Coyne Nagy
THE Japanese invasion of SL
continues unabated with another company from the Land
of the Rising Sun launching a
presence in-world this week.
Anshinchodama opened a sim
in the shape of a pachinko - a
cross between a fruit machine
and pinball – and which naturally focuses on its main business area. The highlight is un-

Join The AvaStar Readers group to
find out landmark locations of secret
Valentine gifts at some of SL’s best
fashion stores, in the lead up to
Valentine’s Day.

you land in the bonus pockets.
Jun Estate has really pushed the
boat out with this Sister Sliterdesigned recreation of the lost
city of Atlantis. The Atlantis City
sims are based around its office
at Sternenstaub, and they will
open with a grand party featuring live bands on February 9
and 10. The detail in the work is

should check out the new Timeless Club and Forest on PecLach.
Designer Anastasia Hawks’
stunning creation includes a
classy club along with a carefully crafted forest which promises
both mystery and romance.
The Basque Government creat-

euskal herria

timeless

atlantis city

hunt runs
until Feb. 14
With love
from The
AvaStar!

Freebie gift stores include:
Callie Cline, Purple Rose, Rezzable, SLAB!,
ViciV, Bear-yCreative, Bianca F, Secret Admirer,
True Balance

superb and fully equipped parcels are available for residential
doubtedly the chance to play rent.
the role of a ball in a pachinko Anyone looking to get into
game with prizes to be won if the mood for Valentine’s Day

ed an agency specifically to promote the region through new
media so it is no surprise they
have arrived in SL. And despite
being unfinished, its set of sims
at Euskal Herria and KZgunea
look promising.
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For advice write to
Randi Barracuda at:
dearrandi@the-avastar.com
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Dear

my wife is so jealous
– but i’m not a cheat!

STAR
LETTER
L$500
send
me a mail

dance club owner and ladies’ man is fed up with wife’s jealousy
Dear Randi: I THINK my
wife is becoming more and
more jealous for no good reason. When we married just over
a year ago, it wasn’t a problem.
But we run a formal dance club
together, and dancing with the
customers is a part of both of
our jobs. I have worked hard
to make my avatar look really
good, and the ladies seem to

love it. About once a night a lady
will ask me back to her place
for drinks and conversation. I
always politely decline, but my
wife thinks I must be going a
bit out of my way to turn the ladies on. It’s frustrating because I
never do anything wrong. How
can I convince her I’m a faithful
husband? — J.W.
Randi says: Just keep doing

what you’ve been doing. Dance
with the female customers,
but don’t go home with them.
Dancing is a risky business, with
all the romance flying about,
but you seem to be able to
handle it properly. Perhaps you
should tell your wife again why
you love her, and make sure to
buy her something very special
for Valentine’s Day!

sex toy freak makes former escort feels
girlfriend an addict need to come clean
Dear Randi: I FIRST joined SL after my longterm boyfriend dumped me in RL. The first day I
was here, I was propositioned by a guy who introduced me to sex and sex toys. He said he wasn’t
interested in a relationship, but just liked to pick
up women for quickie sex. I have met several other guys like him, and some of them have provided incredible experiences in the bedroom. Now
I’m picking up a different newbie every night,
and can’t wait to sign on to see what the evening
holds. Am I a sex addict? — O.H.
Randi says: It’s possible. Or you could simply
be a computer addict. There are plenty of residents doing things in SL that they would hardly
think about doing in RL. A balanced RL is usually a
positive thing, but it sounds as if your activities in
world aren’t hurting anyone else. And besides, in
SL there are no diseases, no unwanted pregnancies and often no regrets.

Dear Randi: I LEARNED very quickly there
was one easy way for a girl like me to make a lot
of money in-world. Having no marketable computer skills, I signed on with a strip club and had a
lucrative business as an escort. I was able to make
enough money to become part-owner of a ladies’
clothing store, which has become a huge success,
and quit the sex business. I’m also very happily
married. But my husband doesn’t know about
my past, and it’s bothering me that I haven’t been
honest. Should I tell him? — L.K.
Randi says: If it’s really, really bothering you,
perhaps you should get it out of your system.
But unless there’s someone out there who will
rat on you, it might be a good idea to just leave
it alone. Just because there is something on your
conscience doesn’t necessarily mean you need
to change his outlook. It sounds as if you have a
good guy. Appreciate him.
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Randi
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The Virtual World´s
No 1 Agony Aunt

boss is blackmailing me for
sex but i want to keep my job
Dear Randi: WHEN I first came
into SL a few months ago, I
started looking for a job and
was soon working as a greeter
in a men’s clothing store. It was
enjoyable work, and I ended up
having lots of discussions with
the woman who owned the
shop. After a while, she began
to trust my instincts about the
business. One evening she told
me she would promote me to
assistant manager and give

me 25 per cent of the profits,
but on one condition – I had
to have sex with her. I went for
it, and I have to admit it was
decent, but now she wants sex
all the time. She says if I don’t
do what she says, she will fire
me. Is that sexual harassment?
— B.Y.
Randi says: Of course it is! Although it often seems that
more women are victim of
this kind of sexual harassment

than men, there are plenty of
guys who become caught in
the same trap. Since there isn’t
much you can really do about
it in-world compared to in RL,
you’ll just have to decide how
badly you want the job. My
sense is, however, that you
could use your skills to develop
your own business or at least
begin one with a decent partner, rather than giving in to the
blackmail.

ADVERT
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Freebies

This Week: VALENTINe’s day gadgets
THERE is no better way to
mark Valentine’s Day than by
filling the air around you with
love.
You can find several good particle effects for free, for example
the Bubble Blower by Luthien
Unsung (Winyah, 63, 183, 103).
When you wear it, your avatar
starts blowing pretty semi-transparent bubbles, some of them
shaped like hearts.
If you want a bigger effect, grab
the Cupid Poofer and Telepoofer
by Sjonnie Villota, at Poof Mania
(Artemis Isles, 54, 82, 22). You
can display a big bunch of pink,
purple and black Cupidos just by

By Petronilla Paperdoll

SL’s best FREE stuff!
SHOW YOUR LOVE:

saying, “poof”, or create the Flags by Alicia Stella
same effect during teleports.
Finally, you can rez a big red
rotating heart by Ane Oh
in Russia (98, 65, 43) which
emits particles, to show the
world you are in
love. And to make
it absolutely clear,
use the flexi Valentine’s Flags by Alicia
Stella (ASD Studios
131, 153, 28). There
are six, each with
a nice texture, and
you can choose
the one you prefer LOVE IS IN THE AIR:
Ane Oh’s rotating heart freebie
through a menu.
ADVERT
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By
Kitty Otoole

How to...

propose to your partner

VALENTINE’S Day is just plenty of proposal animations
around the corner, and if
for a variety of prices.
you think you’ve found
For the traditionalist,
your perfect partner
there is an engageperhaps it is time
ment ring with a
to take your relabuilt-in animation.
tionship further.
Purple Rose
Becoming some(Purple
one’s partner in
R o s e
SL is cheap and easy,
116 ,
at just L$10 per proposal
7 0 ,
request. But you can
3 8 )
make it extra special by giving your
beloved a proposal to be
JULIET, WILL YOU...
proud of.
Yes, yes I will!
There are
ADVERT
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Everything a newbie
needs to know!
offers a ring which includes a
‘Will you marry me?’ poofer,
or you can declare your love
with a red rose from Nirvana
(Oblivion 30, 133, 22) and then
follow it up with a diamond
studded collar or even a lipring.
There are some great places to
pop the question in SL, such
as the Proposal Park at Roma
(Congrua 102, 125, 53). Alternatively take your loved one
for a dance at the Moonglow
Ballroom (Nakgol 89, 240, 21)
or cuddle up at a lover’s retreat, Aroha Tahi (Siemens
33,36,26), before proposing.
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top events ANd
entertainment

This WEEK: valentine’s day

a smooth date
lovers’ lane

GONDOLA:
Venice Island

A spot of romance

Enjoy a night out 1950sstyle and sneak off to a
hideaway by the sea with
your sweetheart.
Where: Five Sisters
(36, 222, 21)
dancin’ and romancin’
paradise falls

ByGaetana Faust

enjoy time with your loved one to celebrate the big day
FIND love or enjoy some precious moments alone with your
sweetheart at one of the grid’s
many romantic spots.
A cosy beach house with a
rooftop dance floor is yours to enjoy at Elim Island in Pearl D’Alliez
(94, 206, 22). You can also take a
plunge in the hot tub or cuddle
up by the camp fire. Get away
from it all at Philia’s Woods in Cisseps (110, 178, 96). Force the sun to
midnight to fully appreciate the
shady, secluded spot, where you
can kiss and enjoy the solitude.
If your idea of romance involves
snow instead of sand, try the Winter Wonderland Honeymoon
Island in Sleepover (215, 111, 22).
There is a huge log cabin where
the fire will stave off the chilly

weather, and a heart-shaped tub
is bound to keep the things hot.
Nothing could be more romantic
than a ride on a gondola through
the canals of Venice Island (149,
115, 30). Stroll through the Piazza
San Marco and head for the water
to take a scenic ride snuggled up
with your significant other. The
voyage is free and relaxing, as you
wind through the waterways of
the beautiful Italian city.
The huge, three-sim SS Galaxy
cruise ship is home to romantic
restaurants, gardens, pools, galleries and a massive ballroom. To
put stars in the eyes of the one
you fancy, round off your Valentine’s Day with a kiss and a glass of
champagne at the top of the Eiffel
Tower in New Paris (54, 115, 24).

Tango in a clearing near
the falls or walk along the
water with your loved one.
Where: Wales Harbour
(110, 97, 21)
fun in the sun
padre island

Admire the fabulous sunset after sunbathing on
the blankets provided.
Where: Paradise Padre
(172, 132, 22)
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don’t miss! – EVENTS of the week

All times are given in SL Time

OPENING
BINO&COOL GALLERY
Swedish artists Bino Bailey and
Cool Menges open their new gallery at Sweden Island, and their
oil paintings on display are all for
sale.
When: Feb. 13, 12.00
Where: Sweden Island (122, 135, 23)
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FASHION
BAIASTICE
Designer Sissy Pessoa brings
her Italian-infused designs to the
forefront of SL fashion with her
spring 2008 collection.
When: Feb. 9, 15:00
Where: Kmadd Enterprise (233,
126, 24)

All times are given in SL Time

opening
FEATHER MY NEST
The aviary opens to all bird lovers
with a huge selection of feathered
friends on show.
When: Feb. 9, 09:00
Where: Spiazzo (87, 93, 39)

EDUCATION
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
The Making Strides campaign will
host a workshop to promote awareness about the early detection
of breast cancer. Survivors of the
disease will also talk about their
experiences.
When: Feb. 10, 11:00
Where: American Cancer Society
(129, 7, 23)

ART & CULTURE
MOVEMENT
An exciting new artistic vision and
design voice arrives in-world with
the opening of Movement and Art
Design. The random freebies on
offer will no doubt encourage the
crowds.
When: Feb. 11, 07:00-19:00
Where: Haunted Visions
(112, 102, 23)

ENTERTAINMENT
WORST FASHION SHOW EVER
Organised by top model Frolic
Mills, the show, which has adopted the motto ‘Say no to texture
and content theft’, is all about raising awareness of copyright theft
in SL.
When: Feb. 8, 15:00
Where: The Best of SL Magazine HQ
(29, 167, 533)
ADVERT

LIVE MUSIC
THE PROFESSOR
Mystic Hill Swing hosts a gig by
guitarist and singer The Professor,
famed for his booming voice.
When: Feb. 9, 09:00
Where: Blacktail Ridge (213, 141, 160)

Event of the week!
LOVE ME KNOT
The Seraphine Modelling Agency will present a fashion show to celebrate
Valentine’s Day on the peaceful and tropical Chicahuac islands.
When: Feb. 9, 13:00
Where: Chicahuac (49, 94, 21)

FASHION
ART FESTIVAL NEWBERLIN
Mystery surrounds what the performance festival holds in store,
but it promises to be great!
When: Feb. 15, 10:00-12:00
Where: newBERLIN (142, 174, 31)
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INTERVIEW
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By Paolo Bade

Jean Linden
Jean is the first Linden to appear as the AvaStar of the
week, and is responsible for furthering the cause of
SL in Germany.
AVA - ID CARD
Name: Jean Linden
birth date: 8/7/2006

Profession: Linden
Attitude: Formal but friendly

The AvaStar: What is
your role here in SL?
Jean Linden: I am the
German Market Development Manager for Linden
Lab.
TA: What is your best
feature?
JL: In Second Life - my
formal wear!
TA: How do you spend
your time in SL?
JL: Meetings, meetings
and more meetings. Occasionally I sneak off to
buy a formal outfit though
or attend an event.
TA: If you had control,
what would you change
in SL?
JL: If I could, I would
develop the ultimate inworld real time translator.
TA: What is the most
precious item in your
inventory?
JL: The Hug Action. It is
the next best thing to a
real one.
TA: Every SLer has a
funny sex story - what’s
yours?
JL: There’s sex in Second
Life? ;)
TA: If SL had a president, who would you
vote for?
JL: That’s hard to say. I
would have to see how
the rest of the Parliament/
House of Representatives
and
Senate/Ministries
worked before I could answer that.

